
Advanced Quantitative Methods
Homework 4

Johan A. Elkink
jos.elkink@ucd.ie

Due April 19, 2013, 5pm

Please submit by email in PDF format. Add R code in a separate .R file, or SPSS code in
a separate .sps file, or Stata code in a separate .do file, or the code for any other package
you use separately. Some of the sample code below uses R – if you are using alternative
software and encounter difficulties, contact me.

For all questions, we will use the education.dta data set.

1. In this question, we will look at the impact on having a degree on wages.

(a) Run a simple regression using model specification

log(earningsi) = β0 + β1degreei.

(b) Add further controls, estimating the model

log(earningsi) = β0 + β1degreei + β2ability + β3siblings.

(c) You can run a matching estimator as follows. We run a linear regression first,
because it will remove all cases with missing data, while matchit() cannot deal
with missing data. So we extract it from the regression output with $model.

library(MatchIt)

logEarnings <- log(educ$earnings)

summary(m.ols <- lm(logEarnings ~ degree + ability + siblings,

data = educ))

summary(m.out.exact <- matchit(degree ~ ability + siblings,

data = m.ols$model, method = "exact"))

summary(m.matched.exact.ols <- lm(logEarnings ~ degree,

data = match.data(m.out.exact)))

summary(m.out.nearest <- matchit(degree ~ ability + siblings,

data = m.ols$model, method = "nearest"))

summary(m.matched.nearest.ols <- lm(logEarnings ~ degree,

data = match.data(m.out.nearest)))
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Or one can be controlling twice, using the control variables also in the regression:

summary(m.matched.nearest.ols

<- lm(logEarnings ~ degree + ability + siblings,

data = match.data(m.out.nearest)))

By default, Nearest Neighbour matching uses propensity scores, estimated using
a logistic regression, and saved as a variable by the name distance. We can use
this also as a control in the regression:

summary(m.matched.nearest.ols <- lm(logEarnings ~ degree + distance,

data = match.data(m.out.nearest)))

Perform the above analysis, (5%) present on regression table with results side-by-
side, and (5%) discuss why results might be different.

2. In this question we will attempt to estimate the impact of years of schooling on later
earnings. Presenting a table with all regression results side-by-side:

(a) Run a linear regression explaining log(earnings) by schooling and ability.

(b) (10%) Using two stage least squares (e.g. ivreg or tsls in R), estimate a model
using schoolingFather as instrument for schooling.

(c) (10%) Using two stage least squares (e.g. ivreg or tsls in R), estimate a
model using schoolingFather, schoolingMother, siblings and library as
instrument for schooling.

(d) (5%) Repeat the last one, adding control variables female, ethblack, and ethhisp.

(e) (10%) Run a Hausman test using the last model. What do you conclude?

(f) (10%) Discuss your interpretation of these results - what does it tell you about
the relationship between schooling and later earnings? Discuss explicitly the use
of the IV estimator and differences with OLS.

3. In this question, we will look at a model where the presence of a library card in the
family when the respondent was 14 years old is explained by ethnic background and
schooling of the parents. Since presence of a library card is a binary variable, a logistic
regression is a reasonable model.

The systematic part of a logistic regression is represented by:

πi =
1

1 + e−xiβ
.

The stochastic part is

P (yi = 1|xi, β) = πyii (1− πi)1−yi

(cf. the Bernoulli distribution). This leads to the likelihood function

f(y|πi) =
n∏
i=1

πyii (1− πi)1−yi
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and the loglikelihood function

`(y) =
n∑
i=1

yi log πi +
n∑
i=1

(1− yi) log(1− πi).

(a) (15%) Write a function that, given the parameters y, X, and beta, returns the
loglikelihood. The template of the function would look like:

loglik <- function(beta, y, X) {

}

To use this function with a very basic model, where divorced is explained by phd,
you can use:

m.ml <- optim(c(0,0), loglik, NULL, control = list(fnscale = -1),

hessian = TRUE,

y = educ$divorced,

X = cbind(1, educ$phd))

m.ml$par

Fortunately, a PhD does not appear to lead to higher divorce rates!

(b) (5%) Use your own implemention of the logistic regression and estimate a model
where library is explained by ethblack, ethhisp, schoolingFather, and
schoolingMother.

(c) (10%) The Hessian matrix can be extracted using m.ml$hessian. Calculate the
standard errors for the coefficients.

(d) (5%) Perform t-tests and report the p-values.

(e) To validate the above implementation, use the built-in command in R to estimate
the model:

summary(glm(library ~ ethblack + ethhisp + schoolingFather

+ schoolingMother,

data = educ, family = binomial(link = "logit")))

(f) (10%) Interpret the logistic regression results.
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